
Take your data to the next level with a 

Snowflake Reader Account located within 

ESO Insights. Snowflake, an analytic data 

cloud warehouse, stores all ESO Suite data 

in a highly scalable, secure, and HIPAA-

compliant environment. The ESO Snowflake 

Reader Account enables you to explore and 

export data through customized exports 

and views. With direct access to your ESO 

cloud database, you can directly connect to 

a 3rd party business intelligence tool or use 

the Snowsight User Interface.

Made for:

EMS HOSPITAL

FIRE STATE

Connect your own reporting tool and directly pull data from your 

Snowflake database.

Query your data and produce outputs in ESO’s browser-based SQL 

editor or through a business intelligence tool. You can also pipe 

data directly into an enterprise data warehouse to combine datasets 

across your organization. Use PowerBI, Tableau, or other business 

intelligence tools to e�ciently analyze pre-scrubbed and formatted 

data with a well-documented data structure.

READER ACCOUNT

Interested in learning how ESO Snowflake Reader can uplevel 
your data in ESO Insights? Reach out to your ESO sales or 
customer success rep.

Gain immediate access to your data cloud for critical extracts and 

configurable reports. 

Enjoy simple, e�cient analysis, no matter your organization’s setup. 

Use SQL to directly query data, and eliminate the need to invest in 

additional tools or infrastructure. Snowflake Reader provides direct 

access to your input data optimized for analytics and bulk extraction, 

giving you a robust foundation for your reporting needs.

Integrate your ESO Suite data 

sources with external data.

Quickly and reliably mine and analyze 

your ESO data to gain insight into 

your performance and surface 

opportunities. Drive better health and 

business outcomes by seeing where 

you stand compared to local and 

national benchmarks.

Snowflake is HIPAA, PCI DSS, SOC 1 

and SOC 2 Type 2 compliant, and 

FedRAMP authorized.

Your data is stored safely and 

securely – ready for when you  

need it.


